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nezem zohov – chaver Torah chochma brashis shmos vayikra
bamidbor
devorim
Torah dictated by God written by Moshe rabenue -
THE bible starts with the word \[1\] Beraisis

Beraishsi is composed of two words: bara and shais

Boro means created

Shias means six GOD CREATED

THE UNIVERSE TO LAST SIX THOUSAND YEARS. THEN
THERE WILL BE AN OTHER CREATION IF GOD WILLS.

[2] the second word is Boro

Created

[3] the third word is Elokim

means Power

[4] the fourth word is Es
Means
The
[5] the fifth word is Hashomayim
Means "heavens"
Or spiritual forces
[6] the sixth word is veho-oretz
Means the earth
Or earthly physical matter.
God dictated every word of the Torah that Moshe Rabenu
Moses our teacher faithfully wrote down.

II GOD began the Written Torah the Pentateuch with the word BERAISHIS

THE CREATION

OF TIME

AND

SPACE.

Hashem -the infinite Name God –
CREATOR is beyond time and space GOD IS ETERNAL NO
BEGINNING
NO
END.
BEGINNING AND END ARE THE CREATED.
THE CREATED ARE COMPOSED OF A PORTION OF THE
SOUL OF GOD. THIS PORTION IS PART OF THE CATEGORY OF CREATED.

GOD ETERNALLY WANTED TO CREATE.

THE CREATED ETERNALLY EXISTED IN THE MIND OF
GOD.

HOWEVER,

GOD

AT

HIS

WILL

DECIDED

TO

CREATE

TIME
AND
SPACE –
THE CREATED.
EVEN THOUGH ALL OF CREATION ALWAYS ETERNALLY EXISTS IN THE MIND OF GOD.
THE ACTUAL PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION INTO THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE IS CALLED
THE CREATED
THE CREATED
IS A LOWER FORM OF KEDUSHA
A LOWER FORM OF THE
SPIRITUALITY OF GOD.
WHAT I AM WRITING NOW,
IS THE ELEVATION THE
KOSHERING OF THE THEOLOGY
OF THE ETERNITY OF THE
UNIVERSE.
ARISTOTLE FOLLOWED BY SPINOZA THEORIZED ABOUT THIS THESIS THAT PHILOSOPHERS REFER AS PANTHEISM.

THE RAMBAM MAIMONIDES CLAIMS IN MOREH NEVUCHIM THAT HE COULD LIVE WITH THE THESIS THAT THE UNIVERSE ALWAYS EXISTED, HOWEVER SCRIPTURES STATE DIFFERENTLY.
Maimonides is referring to what I write.

III  THE PURPOSE OF CREATION

God is infallible self-sustaining needs no other entity why did God create the universe?

Answer

God was not mandated or had no need to create the created.
GOD DID CREATE THE CREATED
BECAUSE OF HIS GOODNESS
KINDNESS MERCY RACHAMIM

Therefore, it stands to
reason what is written
that the purpose of the
created
is to have
communion
with the
creator.
COMMUNION IS ACCOMPLISHED BY THE STUDY OF TORAH THEOLOGY PHILOSOPHY SCIENCE RAMBAM MAIMONIDES CONCLUDES HIS BOOK LAWS OF SHMITA AND YOVEL CHAPTER 13 :13
THAT ALL
MEN
IRRESPECTIVE
OF THEIR
RELIGION
WHO HAVE A DIVINE CALL AND
DEDICATE THEIR LIFE TO THE
STUDY
OF GOD
DESERVE TO BE SUPPORTED BY THE COMMUNITY JUST LIKE THE ANCIENT TRIBE OF LEVI. THEY ARE THE TEACHERS OF MANKIND TO FOLLOW THE LAWS OF GOD. RAMBAM FOLLOWS WHAT HE WRITES IN LAWS OF KINGS THAT ALL REIGIONS ARE THE WORK OF GOD EVEN IF WE BELIEVE THEY ARE WRONG.
GOD CAN NOT BE UNDERSTOOD
THE WAYS OF GOD, LIKewise,
CAN NOT BE UNDERSTOOD.
NON JEWS ARE NOT MANDATED TO OBSERVE JEWISH RITUALS - KOSHER LAWS, SABBATH, HOLIDAY LAWS, LAWS OF SUKKAH, LULAV, ESROG, TEFILLIN, LAWS OF NIDDAH.
ALL MEN MUST ARE MANDATED TO OBSERVE THE SEVEN NOHADOTE LAWS. THE LAWS OF CIVILIZED NATIONS. EACH NATION CAN INTERPRET AND LEGISLATE WHAT LAWS THEY CONSIDER IMPORTANT FOR THEIR SOCIETY.

THE INDIVIDUALS WHO DEDICATE THEIR LIFE TO THEIR CALLING MUST BE SUPPORTED BY SOCIETY TO ENABLE THEM
TO BE THE TEACHERS AND GUIDES FOR MAN TO ACCOMPLISH HIS MISSION IN THIS WORLD.

Adam and Eve were punished because they refused to heed the boundary - not to eat from the fruit of 'Wisdom' what ever it was. What is important - God
SET BOUNDARIES
AND ADAM AND EVE
VIOLATED THOSE BOUNDARIES THEY WERE PUNISHED.
MAN IS GIVEN THE RIGHT AND IS MANDATED TO SEARCH FOR THE WISDOM OF what he /she consider “truth”.
However, MAN IS BORBIDDEN FROM CROSSING THE BOUNDARY AND BELIEVE THAT
He/she is the creator; not the created.

The creator has no boundaries. The created has boundaries.

Spinoza was shunned because he blurred the boundaries between CREATOR and created.

Would Spinoza have respected Jewish practice and observance, and not flaunt his disbelief, he would never have been excommunicated.
Spinoza by flaunting and disrespecting Jewish practice and observance was also putting the Jewish community in Amsterdam Holland in the sixteen hundreds in mortal danger. One has to remember that heretics were being burned at the stake or hung all over Europe and in the American colonies.
ALONG COMES A VERY BRIGHT LAD OF AGE 24 AND PROPOSES A NEW THEOLOGY.

Not only did Spinoza play Russian roulette with his own life; but he insisted in playing Russian roulette with the lives of the thousands of Jews in Holland who were tolerated and granted religious liberty by the non-Jewish secular authorities.
The Jewish authorities because of the reckless disregard of boundaries by Spinoza were given no choice, but to distance themselves from this imminent danger by excommunicating him.

JEWS over their 2000 year history have tolerated many "reform" groups many Spinozas
One such reformer was Korach in the Bible. Others are the following: Samaritans, Sadducees, the Kraites the false messiahs, Shabsa Tzvi and Frank. There have always been disputes among Torah authorities as to theology, as well as, the proper interpretation of every law in the Torah.
What united Jews was the fundamental respect that even if Jews believe differently, they still would practice what was considered conventional.

IT IS ONLY

WHEN

Jews disrespect traditional practices
that their ideology passes the red line and becomes heresy. Heresy is not because one concludes differently.

Man is not a robot.

MAN IS GIVEN THE RIGHT TO ARRIVE AT DIFFERENT CONCLUSIONS.

This applies

Holds true for All
Men/women of all faiths.

It is only when man/woman trample on what has historically been accepted that such practice render their theology as heretical.

Likewise, when man/woman trample any of the Seven Nohadite laws that they have crossed a red line.
[1] belief in God
[2] not to kill
[3] not to steal
[4] not to commit adultery
[5] to legislate civil criminal laws
[6] to enforce such laws - police army
[7] not to be cruel to animals.
May God IN HIS Rachamim
[Racham Rachama -names of men women that mean - God]
Great and infinite Mercy forgive and help man/woman in their
PRACTICE
ACT
as the created
not the
Creator.

In that way their non conventional thinking will not pass the red line into heresy.

It is not what man /woman think or say ;but how what they behave. You do not punish one for what he thinks but what he does.

Saying is punishable if one falsely shouts fire in a crowded
place and as a result people are trampled to death.

One who incites others to kill, injure, ridicule other individuals who are different national origin, gender, race, color, of skin religion. is guilty and should be punished.

The BDS the Arab leaders the Palestinians who incite by omission or commission TO DELEGITIMIZE HISTORICAL Israel Yehudal Shomron Gaza Golan
old city of Jerusalem and new Israel as - JEWISH ISRAEL-ARE MURDERS AND DESERVE TO BE TREATED AS SUCH. Jews are at war with all the enemies of Israel. In war time they all deserve to be punished in accordance with the rules of war. I have in the past clarified my opinion.
Every thing is permitted to counter act and defeat the enemy in war time.

BDS IS THE ENEMY.

Abbas and the Palesinian authority are enemies.

Those Europeans who hurt and delegitimize Israel are the enemies of all Jews.

See my essays # 71 72 73 74

75. Yahore Lecho for ever- Ruchom a as God eternally you will be known and calle rectom a name of God merciful compassionate